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Eventually, you will totally discover a extra experience and skill by spending more cash. nevertheless when? get you believe that you require to get those
every needs subsequent to having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you
to understand even more as regards the globe, experience, some places, next history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your definitely own mature to perform reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is For Magnus Chase Hotel Valhalla Guide To The
Norse Worlds An Official Rick Riordan Companion Your Introduction To Deities Mythical Beings Magnus Chase And The Gods Of Asgard below.

The Kane Chronicles Survival Guide Feb 24 2022 Fans of The Kane Chronicles series will adore this gorgeous primer on the people, places, gods, and
creatures found in Rick Riordan's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Featuring enough information and extras to satisfy avid followers and budding
Egyptologists alike, this lavishly illustrated guide will cast a spell on readers of all ages.
The Alchemyst Sep 29 2019 Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter—but did you know he really lived? And his secrets aren't safe!
Discover the truth in book one of the New York Times bestselling series the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel. The truth: Nicholas Flamel's tomb is
empty. The legend: Nicholas Flamel lives. Nicholas Flamel is the greatest Alchemyst to ever live. The records show that he died in 1418, but what if he's
actually been making the elixir of life for centuries? The secrets to eternal life are hidden within the book he protects—the Book of Abraham the Mage. It's
the most powerful book that has ever existed, and in the wrong hands, it will destroy the world. And that's exactly what Dr. John Dee plans to do when he
steals it. There is one hope. If the prophecy is true, Sophie and Josh Newman have the power to save everyone. Now they just have to learn to use it. “The
Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel has everything you loved about Harry Potter, including magic, mystery, and a constant battle of good versus
evil.”—Bustle Read the whole series! The Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The Necromancer The Warlock The Enchantress
City of Skies Apr 28 2022 ONE GIRL. A DEADLY QUEST. AN EPIC JOURNEY. Nora Hunt has just joined the deadly quest to discover an ancient
legend: the nine worlds of the Vikings. Her post-apocalyptic dystopian world, Triangle of Peace, is the only home she's ever known. But at sixteen years old,
the skilled young warrior joins an elite band of raiders called Jarls. Her mission? Merely to win the perilous battle for the artifacts that awaken the Viking
realms and avoid falling in love with the charming boy who just happens to be her worst enemy-and she's not quite sure which task is more difficult. But
when Nora learns the Norse gods bestowed upon her a mystical secret in the form of the tattoo on her back, the stakes are higher than ever to claim the great
Viking Empires.
Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 3 The Ship of the Dead Jan 02 2020 Magnus Chase, a once-homeless teen, is a resident of the Hotel
Valhalla and one of Odin's chosen warriors. As the son of Frey, the god of summer, fertility, and health, Magnus isn't naturally inclined to fighting. But he
has strong and steadfast friends, including Hearthstone the elf, Blitzen the dwarf, and Samirah the Valkyrie, and together they have achieved brave deeds,
such as defeating Fenris Wolf and battling giants for Thor's hammer, Mjolnir. Now Magnus faces his most dangerous trial yet. His cousin, Annabeth, recruits
her boyfriend, Percy Jackson, to give Magnus some pointers, but will his training be enough? Loki is free from his chains. He's readying Naglfar, the Ship of
the Dead, complete with a host of giants and zombies, to sail against the Asgardian gods and begin the final battle of Ragnarok. It's up to Magnus and his
friends to stop him, but to do so they will have to sail across the oceans of Midgard, Jotunheim, and Niflheim in a desperate race to reach Naglfar before it's
ready to sail. Along the way, they will face angry sea gods, hostile giants, and an evil fire-breathing dragon. Magnus's biggest challenge will be facing his own
inner demons. Does he have what it takes to outwit the wily trickster god?
Percy Jackson & the Olympians May 18 2021 A collection of books featuring Percy Jackson and his army of young demigods on different adventures.
Hotel Valhalla Guide to the Norse Worlds Oct 03 2022 For Magnus Chase: Hotel Valhalla Guide to the Norse Worlds will whet readers' appetites for
The Hammer of Thor. It is a 176-page, smaller format book with black-and-white illustrations throughout. Helgi - the hotel manager - created this book for
each hotel guest, so that he wouldn't have to answer so many questions at the front desk. It has short entries about the deities, mythical beings, and fantastic
creatures from the nine Norse worlds, and also contains bonus material, including interviews, newspaper articles, short stories and more. The tone is
humorous, complementing Rick's series.
Panda-monium Mar 04 2020 Teddy Fitzroy must solve the crime of the kidnapped rare and expensive panda, Li Ping.
The Sword of Summer May 30 2022 Magnus Chase has seen his share of trouble. Ever since that terrible night two years ago when his mother told him to
run, he has lived alone on the streets of Boston, surviving by his wits, staying one step ahead of the police and truant officers. On
Space Encyclopedia Oct 11 2020 A tour of outer space explores the solar system as well as stars, galaxies, and the birth of planets, and speculates on
whether other intelligent beings exist in the universe.
Demigods and Monsters Apr 04 2020 Which Greek god makes the best parent? Would you want to be one of Artemis' Hunters? Why do so many
monsters go into retail? Spend a little more time in Percy Jackson's world—a place where the gods bike among us, monsters man snack bars, and each of us
has the potential to become a hero. Find out: • Why Dionysus might actually be the best director Camp Half-Blood could have • How to recognize a
monster when you see one • Why even if we aren't facing manticores and minotaurs, reading myth can still help us deal with the scary things in our own

lives Plus, consult our glossary of people, places, and things from Greek myth: how Medusa got her snake hair extensions, why Chiron isn't into partying and
paintball like the rest of his centaur family, and the whole story on Percy's mythical namesake.
The Shadows We Hide Oct 23 2021 Journalist Joe Talbert investigates the murder of the father he never knew, and must reckon with his own family's
past, in this "brilliant sequel" to the national bestseller The Life We Bury (Publishers Weekly). MINNESOTA BOOK AWARD FINALISTBARRY
AWARD FINALIST Joe Talbert, Jr. has never once met his namesake. Now out of college, a cub reporter for the Associated Press in Minneapolis, he
stumbles across a story describing the murder of a man named Joseph Talbert in a small town in southern Minnesota. Full of curiosity about whether this
man might be his father, Joe is shocked to find that none of the town's residents have much to say about the dead man-other than that his death was long
overdue. Joe discovers that the dead man was a loathsome lowlife who cheated his neighbors, threatened his daughter, and squandered his wife's inheritance
after she, too, passed away--an inheritance that may now be Joe's. Mired in uncertainty and plagued by his own devastated relationship with his mother, who
is seeking to get back into her son's life, Joe must put together the missing pieces of his family history -- before his quest for discovery threatens to put him in a
grave of his own.
9 from the Nine Worlds Jul 20 2021 The Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard trilogy may have concluded, but we haven't heard the last of our favorite
einherji and his friends. The nine Norse worlds are rich with lore, as this collection of nine original stories, each told from a different character's point of
view, will prove.
Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning Thief: The Graphic Novel Oct 30 2019 You've read the book. You've seen the movie. Now submerge
yourself in the thrilling, stunning, and action-packed graphic novel. Mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking out of the
pages of twelve-year-old Percy Jackson's textbooks and into his life. And worse, he's angered a few of them. Zeus's master lightning bolt has been stolen, and
Percy is the prime suspect. Now, he and his friends have just ten days to find and return Zeus's stolen property and bring peace to a warring Mount
Olympus. Series creator Rick Riordan joins forces with some of the biggest names in the comic book industry to tell the story of a boy who must unravel a
treachery more powerful than the gods themselves.
Dragonwatch Dec 01 2019 The dragons that have been kept in sanctuaries want their freedom—and their revenge—and the world’s only hope is the
reformation of the ancient order of Dragonwatch in this New York Times bestselling first novel of a new sequel series to Fablehaven from author Brandon
Mull. In the hidden dragon sanctuary of Wyrmroost, Celebrant the Just, King of the Dragons, plots his revenge. He has long seen the sanctuaries as prisons,
and he wants nothing more than to overthrow his captors and return the world to the Age of Dragons, when he and his kind ruled and reigned without
borders. The time has come to break free and reclaim his power. No one person is capable of stopping Celebrant and his dragon horde. It will take the
ancient order of Dragonwatch to gather again if there is any chance of saving the world from destruction. In ancient times, Dragonwatch was a group of
wizards, enchantresses, dragon slayers, and others who originally confined the majority of dragons into sanctuaries. But nearly all of the original
Dragonwatch members are gone, and so the wizard Agad reaches out to Grandpa Sorenson for help. As Kendra and Seth confront this new danger, they
must draw upon all their skills, talents, and knowledge as only they have the ability to function together as a powerful dragon tamer. Together they must
battle against forces with superior supernatural powers and breathtaking magical abilities. How will the epic dragon showdown end? Will dragons overthrow
humans and change the world as we know it?
The Throne of Fire Jan 14 2021 In this exciting second installment of the three-book series, Carter and Sadie, offspring of the brilliant Egyptologist Dr.
Julius Kane, embark on a worldwide search for the Book of Ra, but the House of Life and the gods of chaos are determined to stop them.
The Accidental Apprentice Jun 18 2021 Eleven-year-old Barclay Thorne yearns for the quiet life of a mushroom farmer, but after unwittingly bonding
with a beast in the forbidden Woods, he must seek Lore Keepers to break the bond and return home.
The Enchanted Charms (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #7) Jun 26 2019 Geronimo's seventh quest in the Kingdom of Fantasy! I,
Geronimo Stilton, was so excited to find myself in the Kingdom of Fantasy for a seventh time. Blossom, Queen of the Fairies, needed me to find the seven
enchanted charms before the Wizard of the Black Pearl could get to them! Seven guardians across the realm protected each charm. When combined, the
charms would bring enormouse power -- which the evil wizard was after. Squeak! Could I survive the dangers of new kingdoms and mysterious creatures to
find the charms and save the Kingdom of Fantasy? I was up for the challenge!
The Demigods of Olympus Dec 25 2021 Your quest begins! Use your demigod skills in this interactive and customizable adventure story written by New
York Times #1 bestselling author Rick Riordan. Combining four short stories, The Two-Headed Guidance Counselor, The Library of Deadly Weapons, My
Demon Satyr Tea Party, and My Personal Zombie Apocalypse, your choices will have consequences in this first interactive demigod adventure.
Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 3 The Ship of the Dead (Special Limited Edition, The) Nov 11 2020 Magnus Chase, a once-homeless teen,
is a resident of the Hotel Valhalla and one of Odin's chosen warriors. As the son of Frey, the god of summer, fertility, and health, Magnus isn't naturally
inclined to fighting. But he has strong and steadfast friends, including Hearthstone the elf, Blitzen the dwarf, and Samirah the Valkyrie, and together they
have achieved brave deeds, such as defeating Fenris Wolf and battling giants for Thor's hammer, Mjolnir. Now Magnus and his crew must sail to the farthest
borders of Jotunheim and Niflheim in pursuit of Asgard's greatest threat. Will they succeed in their perilous journey, or is Ragnarok lurking on the horizon?
This limited numbered and signed edition comes in a full-color slipcase, has special endpapers, and includes exclusive frontispiece art by series illustrator
John Rocco.
Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard Book 1 The Sword of Summer Mar 28 2022 Magnus Chase has seen his share of trouble. Ever since that terrible
night two years ago when his mother told him to run, he has lived alone on the streets of Boston, surviving by his wits, staying one step ahead of the police
and truant officers. One day, he's tracked down by an uncle he barely knows-a man his mother claimed was dangerous. Uncle Randolph tells him an
impossible secret: Magnus is the son of a Norse god. The Viking myths are true. The gods of Asgard are preparing for war. Trolls, giants, and worse monsters
are stirring for doomsday. To prevent Ragnarok, Magnus must search the Nine Worlds for a weapon that has been lost for thousands of years. When an
attack by fire giants forces him to choose between his own safety and the lives of hundreds of innocents, Magnus makes a fatal decision. Sometimes, the only
way to start a new life is to die . . .
Brooklyn House Magician's Manual Aug 01 2022 Greetings, initiate! Carter Kane, here. Congratulations on reaching Brooklyn House in one piece. You
are quite clearly descended from Egyptian royalty, with magical powers gifted from the gods. But what good is power without knowing how to use it? That's
where this training manual comes in. It's packed with quizzes, stories and inside info on the Ancient Egyptian deities. For those with the blood of the
pharaohs, this is your first step down the path of the gods. But beware, anything can happen in the world of Egyptian magic . . . Forming a trio with HOTEL
VALHALLA and CAMP HALF-BLOOD CONFIDENTIAL, this companion guide gives readers the inside scoop on Brooklyn House - the safe haven in
New York for magicians like Carter and Sadie Kane.
The Ship of the Dead Jun 30 2022 Magnus faces his most dangerous trial yet. Loki is free from his chains. He's readying Naglfar, the Ship of the Dead,
complete with a host of giants and zombies, to sail against the Asgardian gods and begin the final battle of Ragnarok. It's up to Ma
For Magnus Chase: Hotel Valhalla Guide to the Norse Worlds (An Official Rick Riordan Companion Book) Nov 04 2022 So you've made it to Valhalla.
Now what? This "who's who" guide to the gods, goddesses, and other important figures of Norse mythology was commissioned by Helgi, who, after more
than a millennium as manager of Hotel Valhalla, became fed up with answering the same questions from newly deceased heroes at check-in. The profiles
provide essential stats, interviews, and personal reflections so you can identify the gods and avoid those awkward introductions. Handy facts about other

beings round out this go-to tome. You'll never see Ratatosk as a cute little rodent or confuse a dwarf with an elf ever again!
The Magnus Chase Coloring Book Sep 09 2020 Einherjar, put down your weapons and prepare for a different kind of contest: the coloring kind!
Magnus's friends from Boston, Hotel Valhalla, and the rest of the Nine Worlds grace the pages of this striking, amusing, and challenging coloring book. Bring
Norse gods and goddesses, magical creatures, and fearsome foes to life by applying your best artistic skills. Odin would expect nothing less.
The League of Seven Jan 26 2022 When an alternate 1875 steam-driven America rediscovers electricity, the lifeblood of the Mangleborn monsters, and
the secret society to protect humanity from the Mangleborn is compromised, twelve-year-old Archie must assemble a team of seven young heroes to save the
world.
Hotel Valhalla Guide to the Norse Worlds Sep 02 2022 "FOR MAGNUS CHASE- HOTEL VALHALLA GUIDE TO THE NORSE WORLDS will
whet readers' appetites for THE HAMMER OF THOR. It is a 176-page, smaller format book with black-and-white illustrations throughout. Helgi - the
hotel manager - created this book for each hotel guest, so that he wouldn't have to answer so many questions at the front desk. It has short entries about the
deities, mythical beings, and fantastic creatures from the nine Norse worlds, and also contains bonus material, including interviews, newspaper articles, short
stories and more. The tone is humorous, complementing Rick's series."
The Dragon of Fortune (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy: Special Edition #2) Feb 01 2020 I, Geronimo Stilton, traveled on the wings of the
Dragon of Fortune back to the Kingdom of Fantasy! I was called there by my friend Blossom, Queen of the Fairies, who needed my help. The enchanted
Winged Ring had gone missing! This was terrible news. The ring allows its owner to travel between the Kingdom of Fantasy and the real world-which would
be a dangerous power if it fell into evil hands. Could I find the ring before it was too late?
Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard Paperback Boxed Set Aug 28 2019 Magnus Chase, a once-homeless teen, is on a death-defying quest across the
Norse realms, literally. As a resident of the Hotel Valhalla, this son of the god Frey is now one of Odin's chosen warriors. Magnus and his friends,
Hearthstone the elf, Blitzen the dwarf, Samirah the Valkyrie, and other heroic characters must use all their wits and special talents in order to defeat
fearsome giants, lethal creatures, and meddlesome gods in order stave off Ragnarok. "A whirlwind of myth, action, and wry sarcasm, perfect for readers
hungry for a new hit of that Percy Jackson-type magic."--Horn Book
Tales of the Great Beasts (Spirit Animals: Special Edition) Aug 09 2020 Dive, run, and soar through this exhilarating special edition in the NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling series, with a story by WILD BORN author, Brandon Mull. Briggan the Wolf, Uraza the Leopard, Jhi the Panda, and Essix the Falcon -the Four Fallen. Long before they were spirit animals, they roamed the wilds as Great Beasts, the most powerful beings in Erdas. When a mad king arose, the
four banded together with an army of humans and animals to defeat him. But they weren't the only Great Beasts in the war. A deadly scheme was already
underway, hatched by two of their own. To save their world, the four had to give up their lives.These are the lost stories of the most selfless acts of bravery
that Erdas has ever seen, and the secret betrayal that started it all. These are TALES OF THE GREAT BEASTS.
Lucy & Andy Neanderthal Nov 23 2021 From the author of the New York Times bestselling Jedi Academy books comes a hilarious graphic novel series
about two young cave kids living 40,000 years ago. “Lucy & Andy are Stone Age rock stars! I loved this book!” —Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big Nate
series Lucy and Andy are a sister and brother who get into trouble much like any sister and brother. Only difference? Lucy and Andy live in the Stone Age!
Discover their laugh-out-loud adventures as the Paleo pair take on a wandering baby sibling, bossy teens, cave paintings, and a mammoth hunt. But what will
happen when they encounter a group of humans? Includes extra information about Neanderthal life that's sure to appeal to future paleontologists and
science phobes alike! And don't miss Lucy and Andy's next outing, Lucy & Andy Neanderthal: The Stone Cold Age -- coming soon! A New York City Public
Library Best 50 Books for Kids 2016! A Chicago Public Library Best of the Best 2016! "Jeffrey Brown returns from a galaxy far, far away to bring us a whole
new slew of kid-friendly characters! Just beware of mammoth dung!" —Keith Knight, author of Jake the Fake and The Knight Life Every kid will love to go
back in time with LUCY & ANDY!" —Judd Winick, author of Hilo: The Boy Who Saved the World
Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 2 The Hammer of Thor (The Special Limited Edition) Jun 06 2020 "Magnus and friends help the god of
thunder find his missing weapon before all Muspellheim breaks loose"-My Life as a Youtuber Feb 12 2021 Book 7 of the much-loved My Life series that has the irrepressible Derek Fallon starting his own Youtube web series!
Derek Fallon finally found something to get excited about at school—an extracurricular class on making videos! Together with his friends Carly, Matt, and
Umberto, Derek can’t wait to create his own Youtube web series. But he soon realizes Youtube stardom is a lot of work. On top of that, it’s time for his
foster monkey Frank to go to monkey college so Derek must scramble to find a reason for Frank to stay with his family—if only a little while longer. Can
Derek solve both problems at once? What if Frank became a part of Derek's Youtube videos? Here's another funny and thoughtful novel in the series that
centers around most every tween today’s pastime—Youtube! Christy Ottaviano Books
Auggie & Me: Three Wonder Stories Jul 08 2020 Over 13 million people have read the #1 New York Times bestseller Wonder and have fallen in love
with Auggie Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary face. And don't miss R.J. Palacio's highly anticipated new novel, Pony, available now! Auggie &
Me gives readers a special look at Auggie’s world through three new points of view. These stories are an extra peek at Auggie before he started at Beecher
Prep and during his first year there. Readers get to see him through the eyes of Julian, the bully; Christopher, Auggie’s oldest friend; and Charlotte,
Auggie’s new friend at school. Together, these three stories are a treasure for readers who don’t want to leave Auggie behind when they finish Wonder.
The Hawk Bandits of Tarkoom (The Secrets of Droon #11) Aug 21 2021 A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover the world of Droon! When Neal's
dog Snorky slips into the magical closet, the kids have no choice but send him to Droon. It's a lucky thing they do, though, because a strange thing has just
occured in the land of Oobja, an earthquake has uncovered the remains of an ancient Droon city called Tarkoom - and, what's more, the city has started to
come back to life!
Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead Sep 21 2021 Rick Riordan's Norse hero faces his greatest challenge yet in the final instalment of the series. Loki
the trickster god is free from his chains. Now he's readying Naglfar, the Ship of the Dead, armed with a host of giants and zombies, to sail against the Norse
gods and begin the final battle of Ragnarok. It's up to Magnus Chase and his friends to stop Loki's plans, but to do so they will have to sail across the oceans
of Midgard, Jotunheim and Niflheim in a desperate race to reach Naglfar before it's ready to sail on Midsummer's Day. Along the way, they will face angry
sea gods, hostile giants, and an evil fire-breathing dragon who happens to be a former acquaintance. But Magnus's biggest challenge will be facing his own
inner demons. To defeat Loki, Magnus will need to use words, not force. This will require finding a magical elixir so deadly that it will either make Magnus
Chase powerful enough to out-talk the silver-tongued Loki, or destroy Magnus utterly.
Viking Warrior Dec 13 2020 He's the son of a chieftain and a princess--yet Halfdan was born a slave. Now he is becoming a man and it is time for him to
meet his destiny. Though raised a slave who could only dream of freedom, young Halfdan's fate may be about to change. If freed, he may train as a Viking
warrior, and come to know the glories of true brotherhood and the horrors of unspeakable evil. In the world of Vikings, a warrior's destiny is forged in the
heat of battle. If the fates decree it, Hafdan may emerge as a new hero . . . a new myth . . . and perhaps a new legend.
For Magnus Chase: Hotel Valhalla Guide to the Norse Worlds Mar 16 2021 So you've made it to Valhalla. Now what? This "who's who" guide to the
gods, goddesses, and other important figures of Norse mythology was commissioned by Helgi, who, after more than a millennium as manager of Hotel
Valhalla, became fed up with answering the same questions from newly deceased heroes at check-in. The profiles provide essential stats, interviews, and
personal reflections so you can identify the gods and avoid those awkward introductions. Handy facts about other beings round out this go-to tome. You'll
never see Ratatosk as a cute little rodent or confuse a dwarf with an elf ever again!

Tristan Strong Keeps Punching Apr 16 2021 Best-selling author Rick Riordan presents the finale of Kwame Mbalia's trilogy, in which Tristan Strong
faces off with his archenemy, King Cotton, once and for all. "Imagine if you combined Anansi the Spider, John Henry, and Marvel into, like, one
book."--New York Times best-selling author and Newbery Medalist Kwame Alexander After reuniting with Ayanna, who is now in his world, Tristan travels
up the Mississippi in pursuit of his archenemy, King Cotton. Along the way they encounter new haints who are dead set on preventing their progress north to
Tristan's hometown of Chicago. It's going to take many Alkean friends, including the gods themselves, the black flames of the afokena gloves, and all of
Tristan's inner strength to deliver justice once and for all. Shocking twists, glorious triumphs, and a cast of unforgettable characters make this series
conclusion as satisfying as it is entertaining. Complete your middle grade fantasy collection with these best-selling fan favorites: Rick Riordan Presents: Race
to the Sun by Rebecca Roanhorse Rick Riordan Presents: City of the Plague God by Sarwat Chadda Rick Riordan Presents: Dragon Pearl by Yoon Ha Lee
Rick Riordan Presents: Sal and Gabi Break the Universe by Carlos Hernandez The Percy Jackson and the Olympians series by Rick Riordan
Peppa Pig: Peppa Gets a Vaccine May 06 2020
Ikenga Jul 28 2019 An NPR BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR An AMAZON BEST CHILDREN'S BOOK OF 2020 Nnedi Okorafor's acclaimed first
novel for middle grade readers introduces a boy who can access super powers with the help of the magical Ikenga. Nnamdi's father was a good chief of
police, perhaps the best Kalaria had ever had. He was determined to root out the criminals that had invaded the town. But then he was murdered, and most
people believed the Chief of Chiefs, most powerful of the criminals, was responsible. Nnamdi has vowed to avenge his father, but he wonders what a twelveyear-old boy can do. Until a mysterious nighttime meeting, the gift of a magical object that enables super powers, and a charge to use those powers for good
changes his life forever. How can he fulfill his mission? How will he learn to control his newfound powers? Award-winning Nnedi Okorafor, acclaimed for
her Akata novels, introduces a new and engaging hero in her first novel for middle grade readers set against a richly textured background of contemporary
Nigeria.
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